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Atmospheric μ data vs MC with              detectors

ARCA

ARCA2 Results

 

   KM3NeT
KM3NeT - neutrino telescope research infrastructure in 

the Mediterranean Sea [1] 
a

2 detectors:

 - ARCA (astroparticle physics, 3.5 km underwater) 

 - ORCA (oscillation physics, 2.5 km underwater)
a

Structure:

 - vertical detection units (DUs)

 - each DU: 18 digital optical modules (DOMs)

 - every DOM: 31 3" photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) plus

    readout, calibration and positioning instrumentation 
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ORCA4 Results

Muon simulation

 

 

Why μ?
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Used configurations:
a

 - ORCA4 (4 DUs) 

 - ARCA2 (2 DUs) 
 

 

 
 

Stage 
Option 1 Option 2

Figure taken from poster #363

Summary:
a

 - good agreement between data and MC 

    simulation
a

 - only statistical errors in the plots
a

 - systematic uncertainties due to hadronic 

   interaction models and primary CR composition 

   to be added

Atmospheric μ bundle spectra          Errors only statistical          Livetime = 10d Atmospheric μ bundle spectra          Errors only statistical          Livetime = 20d 

Muons dominate over 

neutrino signal by orders 

of magnitude
a  

Hard to separate atm. μ 

from μ induced by atm.  

neutrinos
a

reconstruction software 

cannot track each μ in a 

bundle        averaged info

corant - computes event weights according 

              to the chosen CR flux model

gSeaGen - transports muon bundles to the 

                   detector with a 3D propagator [5]

JSirene -  simulates the Cherenkov light emission

                 and detection by the DOMs

JTE - applies the same trigger algorithms as used

          for real data

JGandalf - muon track reconstruction

MUPAGE - fast, parametric code tuned to

                   MACRO measurements [2,3]

CORSIKA - full air shower MC [4]

hadronic model:    SIBYLL-2.3c [6] 

CR flux model:      GST3 [7]

primaries:               p, He, C, O, Fe

energy:                   10 3 < E -1 < 109 GeV

statistics:                2.5∙10 9 showers

Used parameters

MUPAGE CORSIKA
max multiplicity:      100

energy:                    10 GeV < E

livetime:                   20d (ARCA2)

                                35d (ORCA4)
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